
 Chapter 4.

Offline or Online (UX)

You are always in balance …

With Alpha Anywhere due to advanced design that permits data edits even when the device is
offline. And, what’s more these features work when you’re online, too!

Online or off, the Detail View and Search parts for the UX are excellent for everyone!
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Mobile applications: 

The material in this chapter is suitable for both web and mobile applications. In order
for use in mobile apps, however, Panels must be added. They are discussed fully in
Chapter 3.

Enhanced genie: There is a genie on the Alpha Software drawing board that will auto-
matically add the panels. It may be installed by the time you read this. Be sure to update
your software!
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How the Chapter is Organized

Bet you thought you knew everything about the UX List
Control – after all, just a short while ago you worked your
way through one hundred plus pages. Wrong! The features
keep coming and coming and coming.

The latest addition to Alpha Anywhere is the ability to work
regardless of whether or not an Internet connection is avail-
able. This has been referred to by noted mobile database

critics as “the elephant in the room”* because it is so critical
and usually necessitates complicated code.

Hurrah! The folks at Alpha Software have come up with a
solution that is surprisingly easy to implement because a
genie writes the code! This is truly a situation where it will
take longer for us to tell you about it than it will for you to
complete the component.

But. There’s even more to it than that. 

Everyone. . Even those with a constant connection – will love the new List
Detail View and the genie that creates it. If you are coming from the Grid world,
you know that a Detail View is generally used to update, edit and/or remove
records.

And. There’s also a new search feature. Just like the Grid, the UX now has its
very own built-in Search Part.

Understanding the terminology
Before we start, we need to be sure you know about crud – SQL CRUD, that

is – and some other terminology.

CRUD •CRUD means Create, Read, Update, Delete. 

It is generally referred to in the following manner: 
•CRUD operations, CRUD actions or generating SQL CRUD state-

ments.

OFFLINE - DISCONNECTED The terms “offline” and “disconnected” are used interchangeably. They refer
to when the end user is temporarily disconnected to the Internet because he/she
moves out of range or the connection is lost for some other reason.

•This condition is especially prevalent in mobile applications.

CLIENT – SERVER The client is the browser and the server is the database.†

*. If you were lucky enough to attend the 2014 Alpha Developer’s Conference in Boston, you met “Offy,” the offline elephant who 
symbolized Alpha Anywhere solution to the problem faced by all mobile developers. 

“Offy,” the offline elephant greeted attendees at the 
2014 Alpha Developer Conference in Boston.
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LIST DETAIL VIEW In the Chapter 2, we showed how to add a Detail View to a UX List. * It con-
nected to the data by means of Data Binding. The Detail View discussed here
differs in that it connects directly to the data. This means you can have multiple

lists with multiple data associations.† This version is referred to as List with
associated Detail View, sometimes shortened to List Detail View because it is a
specific feature of the UX. It has been designed especially for use in discon-
nected apps, although it can be used in online applications, too.

•Detail Views are used to edit data and enter new records.
•All “disconnected” applications must have an associated Detail View 

part.
•Detail Views can also be used for standard online applications.

SEARCH PART The UX Search Part also functions like the one for the Grid in that it finds
records that meet certain criteria. However, it also has another use for discon-
nected applications.

•While online, the Search Part is used to download a sub-set of records 
to Local Storage (see below) so they are available when disconnected.

SAVE – SYNCHRONIZE In the Detail View we discussed on page 87, a Submit button is used to com-
mit the data to the server. In the List Detail View, Save and Synchronize buttons
are used instead.

†. See “Understanding the Client / Server model” on page 8.

*. See “Using List Rows to Edit the Database” on page 87.

†. See “Data Connection: Comparing Data Binding & List Detail View Methods” on page 207.
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•Save: Saves the CRUD operation to Local Storage (see below).
•Synchronize: 

•Sends the data from Local Storage to the server and commits it. 
(Required).

•Refreshes data in Local Storage. (Optional)

DIRTY RECORDS When a record has been edited, but not yet synchronized back to the server
database, it is considered to be “dirty.” Inherited dirty occurs when a child
record has been saved, but not yet synchronized.

After an edit or new record is saved, markers are used to indicate:

•“Dirty” records (default* is 
bright orange triangle).

•Record has been saved, but not yet 
synchronized.

•New records (default is blue tri-
angle).

•Record that has been added and saved, but not synchronized.

•“Inherited dirty” records (default is pale orange triangle).†

•Parent of a “dirty” child.

Markers are removed when the data is synchronized.

LOCAL STORAGE When disconnected, Alpha Anywhere takes advantage of a feature called
Local Storage, a part of browser architecture that is available to all applications
that use HTML5. There’s nothing for you to do, it’s just in there – Safari, Inter-
net Explorer, Firefox, Chrome, etc.

•In mobile apps Alpha Anywhere writes data directly to Local Storage. 
Response is lightning fast because no server call back is required for 
CRUD operations.

•On the desktop, data is written to a file and is slightly slower, but still 
faster than callbacks to the server.

We’ll see how Alpha Anywhere takes advantage of this feature shortly, but
for now, let’s just take a quick look at the element itself. 

“With HTML local storage, web pages can store data locally within the user's
browser. Earlier, this was done with cookies. However, local storage is more
secure and faster. 

•“The data is not included with every server request, but used ONLY 
when asked for. 

•“It is also possible to store large amounts of data, without affecting 
website performance.

*. All markers can be modified with CSS. See “Format Markers, Errors, warnings” on page 214.

†. See “Understanding Hierarchical Data” on page 197.
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“The data is stored in name/value pairs, and a web page can only access data
stored by itself. Unlike cookies, the storage limit is far larger (at least 5MB)

and information is [not] transferred to the server [until directed to do so].”*

There is an brief video that we recommend you take a moment to watch
(right now if you can). It explains the architecture of all applications that use
Local Storage. Click or Google the following or see the address in the footnote.

• HTML5: Understanding local storage architecture | lynda.com tutorial†

PUSH – PULL The terms “push” and “pull” are used to describe sending data from Local
Storage to the server and back.

•“Push to the server” means sending the saved CRUD operations to the 
server where they are committed. In most cases, this is a two-step 

operation.‡

•First, the end user clicks the Save button in order to save the edits to 
Local Storage.

•He/she then clicks a Synchronize button to “push” the edits to the server.

•“Pull from the server” means refreshing the records with any changes 
that may have been made while disconnected.

•Performs AJAX callback to the server. Can be time-consuming and 
place a heavy payload on the server, so it should be used with discretion.

DATA TYPES The genies and other procedures described in this chapter are for SQL data-
bases to which you can connect to directly. Alpha Anywhere automatically gen-
erates all of the SQL necessary to perform the CRUD and synchronization
operations. There is very little, if any, work that you have to do.

If you are using other data types, you will need to call stored procedures or
web services to perform CRUD operations against your data store. In these
cases, Alpha Anywhere allows you to write custom handlers to populate your

Lists and synchronize the data in the Lists.**

VIDEOS There is a fine collection of videos that fully illustrate working with Detail
Views, Search Parts and Disconnected Applications. We have referenced them
at the end of our exercises, but if you want to watch them first, go to:

• Videos > Filter: Enter Disconnected. Choose from the selection.

We’ll pick up the rest of the lingo as we go along. Right now, it’s time to see
how all this works. Not being ones to re-invent the wheel, we jumped all over
the Alpha Software description of this latest offering. From this point to

page 176, most of the material comes from there. Thanks, Alpha!††

*. http://www.w3schools.com/html/html5_webstorage.asp 10.12.14.

†. Lynda.com. HTML5: Understanding local storage architecture. YouTube Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ap8feAn0d6A

‡. The Save and Synchronize operations can be combined. See “Change Save button action” on page 186.

**.These procedures are described in the document referenced at “Documentation” on page 214. Open the document and search for 
Custom Handlers for Synchronization Tasks.
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Understanding Disconnected (Offline) Applications

The Forrester Report and AlwaysOn outline the problem and the solution.

THE PROBLEM “Companies are adopting a business technology (BT) agenda with a focus on
driving great customer experience, yet these experiences are increasingly deliv-
ered on devices with transient network connections. 

“Developers strive to satisfy customers in their mobile moments, but cannot
make assumptions about the constancy, quality, or even existence of an individ-
ual's network connection. Therefore offline support will be a crucial consider-
ation for nearly every future modern application. 

“Unfortunately, our experience shows that offline support is the mobile app
feature continually under-scoped by developers and over-simplified by stake-
holders. This report dives into the nuances of offline, its varying flavors, and
why it's often the most expensive (and valuable) infrastructure service mobile

dev teams will implement.”*

THE SOLUTION “Alpha Software, which was selected as one of AlwayOn's “Global 100
Companies to Watch,” has developed the industry's first mobile application
deployment environment with robust offline support built-in, solving the chal-
lenges addressed by the [above] Forrester report. 

“The new software, Alpha Anywhere 3.0, allows offline-capable transac-
tional business apps to be built, without adding any cost or time. 

“The leading independent research firm recognizes Alpha Anywhere as a
low-code application platform, ‘which supports a very robust solution for

HTML5 implementation.’”†

PUTTING IT SIMPLY Suppose your salespeople work in areas without an Internet connection. How
are they to place orders, update customer information, etc.? You certainly can’t
expect them to revert to pencil and paper! 

Of course not! 

HOW IT WORKS Here’s a common scenario.

a. Before he/she leaves home or the office or other location with an Inter-
net connection, a batch of records is downloaded. 

•The device – phone, tablet, etc., uses Local Storage to retain the down-
loaded records in memory so they are available offline.

b. While out on the road, the sales person will be able to:

††.To see the full document, open the Overview page for any UX Component. Click on the link for disconnected apps at the bottom.

*. Facemire, Michael and Hammond, Jeffrey S. with Mines, Christopher and Wheeler, Eric; The Offline Mobile Challenge - Tackling 
Mobile Apps' Most Important And Difficult Feature, Forrester Report, September 26, 2014

 https://www.forrester.com/The+Offline+Mobile+Challenge/fulltext/-/E-RES117610

†. Taser, Alex, Alpha Software launches robust offline mobile solution, AlwaysOn SQL Server Blog, October 1, 2014.

http://aonetwork.com/blogs/Alpha-Software-launches-robust-offline-mobile-solution
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•Edit the stored records.

•Enter new records.

•Mark records as deleted. 

c. To do so, the user clicks a Save button for each CRUD operation he/
she wants to keep and rows are marked as “dirty.”

d. When the connection is re-established, the user simply clicks/taps 
on a Synchronize button and all edits made to date are “pushed” to 
the server and the server database is updated.

•Edits can all be pushed at the same time or sent in batches.

e. At the same time, records can also be “pulled” from the server, 
refreshing the records with edits made by others after the user went 
off-line. 

CONFLICTS / ERRORS Conflict errors (called “write conflicts”) occur when another user edits and
saves a field in a record that you have also edited, but not yet saved. Other errors
occur when the user tries to give the field a value that is rejected by a server-side
validation rule or by the database server.

•If there are any conflicts or errors when the data is synchronized, they 
are displayed. 

•The end user can then choose the correct version and/or fix the data. 
He/she then re-clicks the Synchronize button. 

WEB OR MOBILE It’s not just mobile app developers that are concerned with absent connectiv-
ity. Some areas of the world can’t count on 24/7 Internet connections, even
when they are locked in one place. That’s where the UX comes in because, as
you know well by now, it is an welcome bonus for web, as well.

EDITS NEVER LOST Because data is persisted to Local Storage on the device, edits are never lost.
•If the application terminates for any reason (i. e. the mobile device 

runs out of power), the edits are kept in Local Storage. 
•When the application is restarted, List data and all edits are automati-

cally retrieved from Local Storage and displayed.

Form variables are also persisted to Local Storage.
•Therefore, if a user is in the middle of filling in a long form and the 

application terminates, the edits are saved.
•When the application reloads, the form is restored to its edited state.

FLAT OR HIERARCHAL 
DATA

The data can be “flat” or “hierarchical.”
•Flat data is simply a list of rows (i.e. a list of customers). 
•An example of hierarchical data is:

•Data from the Customer List and

•Data for each order that the customer has placed and

•The details for each order.

•This is also referred to as a Parent / Child relationship.
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Understanding the design approach
Alpha Anywhere takes a different approach to disconnected applications

than others, as can be seen in the diagrams below.

THE “OTHERS” The approach often taken by other applications is to create a replica of a sub-
set of the master database in an “on-device” database. 

•The on-device database is typically 
implemented as a native application that 
runs on the device. 
•The application on the mobile device 
performs its CRUD operations against 
the local replica database – not against 
the master database on the server. 

The local replica database synchronizes
with the server database independently of
the application. 

ERROR HANDLING

When a replication error occurs, the on-
device replica database knows about the
error, but the application itself does not.

Therefore, special code needs to be
added to the application to query the
replica database to find out if there were
errors and then resolve them. 

Because HTML5 applications are unable to talk to native or hybrid applica-
tions., something like PhoneGap is required for communication with the on-
device replica database.

 ALPHA ANYWHERE The Alpha Anywhere approach allows you to create pure HTML5 applica-
tions that can operate in disconnected mode. 
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Because –

The data is persisted to Local Stor-
age, a standard HTML5 feature. 

How does that happen?

The application caches edits in
Local Storage. When data is syn-
chronized with the server, the com-
munication is between the
application and the server database.

•Actually the communication is 
between the application and the 
Application Server, which in turn 
communicates with the server data-
base. 

This is exactly how a connected
application operates.

Therefore. Alpha Anywhere disconnected applications and connected appli-
cations work in essentially the same manner!

•Bottom line: Few or no changes have to be made to an 
application in order for it to work when it is “disconnected”!

Now that, we can comprehend!

Understanding development
The List control and its associated Detail View are the fundamental building

blocks of disconnected apps. Data binding is automatic for SQL databases.

A GENIE, OF COURSE! A special genie makes setting up a List control with a Detail View and
Search Part very easy. In fact, there are actually three genies.

•The first creates a new List and its associated Detail View and Search 
Part in a single step (page 176).

• The second lets you quickly set up a Detail View for an existing List 
control (page 208).

•The third adds a Search Part to an existing component (page 210).

DIRTY DATA Data is considered to be dirty when an edit has been made, but not yet pushed
back to the server. 

•In the case of disconnected applications, data that has been saved, but 
not yet synchronized is considered to be ‘dirty.’ 
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Alpha Anywhere marks “dirty” rows and fields follows:*

•Edited record: When the user 
edits a value in the Detail View 
and then clicks the Save button, 
the corresponding row in the 
List is updated and marked as 
dirty (orange triangles at left).
•Edited field: You can also 
define a marker that shows 
which field has been edited as 
in the following screen shot.

•New Record: When a new 
record is added and the Save button is clicked, a blue triangle marks the 
record row (above screen shot).

The user can continue making as many edits as desired before synchroniz-
ing with the server. When the Synchronize button on the UX is clicked, all
of the saved edits up to that point are submitted to the server. If there are no
errors, the orange and blue indicator icons and field markers are removed.

Row markers are added automatically by Alpha Anywhere. Field markers
use a custom CSS Class (see page 193). 

CSS for all markers can be customized (see “Format Markers, Errors,
warnings” on page 214).

ERRORS If an error occurs while the List is being synchronized, a red triangle will be
added to the orange one. 

For example, in the image above, the value of the Lastname field was set to a
very long value (too long to fit into the corresponding field in the server data-
base). Therefore, when the data was synchronized, the server reported an error. 

•The full text of the error is shown by selecting the row and clicking on 
More… (above right).

•See also “Understanding ‘write conflicts’” on page 175.

Understanding synchronization
Synchronizing is the act of updating the database with edits made while dis-

connected. This is done with the Synchronize button.

*. The Customization section in the Detail View pane in the List Builder provides complete control over the CSS used to display dirty 
rows. So, if you don’t like the orange triangle in the top right corner of the row, you can easily change it.


